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Dissociative seizures (also known as psychogenic nonepileptic seizures) are a common functional neuro-
logical disorder that can be difficult to distinguish from epileptic seizures. Patients with dissociative sei-
zures provide diagnostic challenges, leading to delays in care, inappropriate care, and significant
healthcare utilization and associated costs. The dissociative seizure likelihood score (DSLS) was devel-
oped by Kerr and colleagues at UCLA to distinguish between patients with epileptic seizures and disso-
ciative seizures based on clinical and medication history as well as features of seizure semiology. We
validated this calculator at the University of Colorado, which is a Level 4 National Association of
Epilepsy Center. The DSLS accurately predicted the diagnosis in 81% of patients, despite local variability
in the factors associated with epileptic versus dissociative seizures between the two populations. The
DSLS can be a useful tool to assist with history taking and may have important utility for clinical decision
making with these difficult to distinguish patient populations.

� 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Dissociative seizures (psychogenic nonepileptic seizures,
nonepileptic seizures, functional seizures) are a common occur-
rence encountered both in the emergency department, general
neurologists’ offices, and epilepsy centers [1,2]. Dissociative sei-
zures refer to paroxysmal events where patients lose voluntary
control of motor, sensory, or cognitive function and can outwardly
resemble, and are mistaken for, epileptic seizures. These paroxys-
mal events also may resemble other physiological phenomena
including complex migraine, syncope, and paroxysmal dyskinesia.
There is ongoing debate regarding the terminology of dissociative
seizures, but for consistency and ease of comparing our results
with the work this paper is based on, the term dissociative seizures
will be used going forward [3–5].

Estimates of the incidence of dissociative seizures (DS) range
from 1.4-4.9/100,000 patients per year, with an estimated 20% of
patients referred to epilepsy centers ultimately receiving a diagno-
sis of dissociative seizures [6,7]. These patients present similarly to
patients with epilepsy and regularly create diagnostic dilemmas
[8,9]. Delays from first event to reaching a diagnosis of DS average
just over 7 years [10–12]. These delays yield burdensome health-
care costs comparable to or higher than drug-resistant epilepsy
and can be reduced dramatically with accurate diagnosis [13–
15]. Prior work shows that over the 12 months preceding diagno-
sis, individual patients with DS incurred mean healthcare costs of
$4567, compared to $2784 in the 12 months after diagnosis, for a
mean total reduction of $1783 [16]. Poor understanding of the eti-
ology of DS, coupled with reliance on a coordinated effort between
the often disparate fields of neurology and psychiatry, limit current
treatment efforts [17].

Efforts to diagnose DS based on seizure semiology alone are
often limited by the reliability of eye-witness report from untrained
observers [18]. Direct observation of a typical seizure with simulta-
neous video-electroencephalography (vEEG) is the gold standard
for diagnosis [9,19–21]. Recent work to develop a predictive calcu-
lator based on information obtained in an outpatient encounter
shows a promising ability to accurately predict whether a patient
has DS or epileptic seizures (ES) [22–26]. This paper aimed to vali-
date the dissociative seizure likelihood score (DSLS) developed by
Kerr and colleagues at UCLA at an independent institution, as well
as evaluate the variation in local patterns of histories of patients
referred to two tertiary care centers for seizures [23].
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Table 1
List of historical features, peri-ictal behavior, comorbidities, and medication history
studied. Factors included in the DSLS marked by *.

Sex*
Number of Non-psychiatric comorbidities*
Number of current non-anti-seizure, non-psychiatric medications*
History of asthma*
History of migraine*
History of chronic pain
History of diabetes mellitus
History of non-metastatic cancer
Number of current anti-seizure medications
Number of prior anti-seizure medications*
Time since first unprovoked seizure*
Monthly seizure frequency*
Average duration of seizure*
Number of seizure types*
Injury with seizure
Catamenial seizures
Trigger of sleep deprivation*
Aura
Ictal eye closure*
Ictal hallucinations*
Oral automatisms
Incontinence*
Limb automatisms*
Oral automatisms
Ictal tonic-clonic movements
Muscle twitching
Hip thrusting*
Postictal fatigue
Any prior head injury*
Concussion without loss of consciousness
Concussion with loss of consciousness
TBI with loss of consciousness > 30 min
Active opioid prescription
History of psychiatric trauma*
History of sexual abuse*
History of physical abuse
History of rape
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2. Material and methods

2.1. Data collection methods

Permission was obtained for this chart review study by the Col-
orado Multiple Institutional Review Board (COMIRB) with a waiver
for informed consent on the basis that all clinical information col-
lected was initially obtained as a standard of routine medical care
during admission to the epilepsy monitoring unit for either charac-
terization of spells concerning for seizure or pre-surgical
evaluation.

Patients with a vEEG confirmed diagnosis or documented diag-
nosis of DS (documented diagnosis refers to when vEEG was per-
formed outside our system, but the report, not necessarily the
raw EEG data, could be reviewed) were identified from a database
of consecutive patients referred to the Functional Neurological
Disorders Clinic between January 1 2017 and May 15 2019 [27].
All patients with epilepsy were identified from an EEG database
with a confirmed diagnosis of epilepsy by vEEG, that were admit-
ted to the University of Colorado (CU) Epilepsy Monitoring Unit
(EMU) for video-EEG (vEEG) during the same time period. We ran-
domly selected from this list of patients with epilepsy to create
two groups of an equal number of patients with DS and ES. In addi-
tion, we included patients with a dual diagnosis of DS and ES dur-
ing this time period, because of the great clinical importance of this
group and relative paucity of data regarding them [28]. We
excluded patients with a nondiagnostic EEG and inadequately
detailed history on retrospective chart review.

All relevant demographic and clinical data were collected from
either an EMU admission note, or the first available neurology
intake note in the electronic health record (EHR). If multiple notes
were available, the earliest clinical encounter that provided a
description of the patient’s seizure and pertinent history was used.
Clinical variables collected were based on prior work by Kerr and
colleagues [22,23,29,30], but also included variables that were of
interest at the University of Colorado. These factors are listed in
Table 1, which includes the factors of the DSLS (marked by aster-
isk). Retrospective chart review was performed by three CU Neu-
rology Residents (SL, CB, AR) and one faculty (LS). Statistical
analysis on de-identified data was performed by Dr. Kerr.
2.2. Statistical modeling of patient-reported factors

We analyzed the relationship of patient-reported factors with
individual-level predictive statistics. In predictive statistics, we
ask if the seizure etiology of an individual patient can be predicted
by the pattern of reported factors. This is in contrast to descriptive
statistics where we ask if specific factors were associated with a
particular seizure etiology on a population level.

For the individual-level predictive statistics, we used three
approaches. First, we applied the DSLS directly to the patients seen
at the University of Colorado (DSLS*). Second, we used the same
patient-reported factors that contribute to the DSLS, but retrained
the multivariate piecewise linear logistic regression using leave-
one-out-cross-validation from the University of Colorado data
alone (UC-DSLS). Due to limited data, we did not re-determine
the cutoff of the piecewise linear modeling of time since onset;
we used the DSLS cutoffs to determine when longer time since
onset did not influence the likelihood of DS [30]. Lastly, we added
factors of interest based on trends observed at the University of
Colorado to evaluate if these additional factors improved predic-
tive performance and validated this expanded model with leave-
one-out cross-validation (UC-DSLS+). All code was written in
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
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All models were validated with data from patients with either
DS alone or ES alone in the University of Colorado dataset. Instead
of reporting positive and negative predictive values, we report the
predictive value of DS and ES that are defined similarly because our
population lacks healthy negative controls. Statistically, the binary
comparison of DS versus ES is well posed and well-studied. Simul-
taneous identification of patients with dual diagnosis of ES and DS
is challenging and we report the rate that our scores predicted the
patient had ES only.

2.3. Missing data

Due to the retrospective nature of our work, the presence of our
studied factors was based on review of clinical notes that did not
discuss all studied factors uniformly. With a few exceptions, if a
factor was not mentioned, it was assumed to not be present
because the authors of the clinical notes may not mention all per-
tinent negatives if they do not contribute to the overall story of the
patient, even if they were asked as part of the interview. The
exceptions to this include time from first seizure to vEEG, seizure
duration, and seizure frequency because these factors clearly were
defined in each patient, even when not discussed. In the develop-
ment of the DSLS, a multiple imputation model to fill in these data
was created based on the UCLA data [31,32]. These UCLA-based
multiple imputation models filled in the missing data from the
University of Colorado probabilistically based on the best estimate
established from collinearity among the observed factors. These
models assume conservatively that the probability that these ele-
ments were missing completely at random (MCAR), which is
defined by the probability of missingness being unrelated to diag-
nosis, the value of the missing data, or any other measured variable



Table 3
Performance statistics of DSLS.

Estimate (95% CI) DSLS* UC-DSLS UC-DSLS+

Accuracy 81% (76–86) 84% (78–89) 82% (77–87)
Sensitivity 82% (72–89) 75% (64–84) 79% (70–88)
Specificity 81% (74–87) 89% (83–94) 84% (77–90)
ES-PV 78% (69–86) 80% (70–89) 74% (64–83)
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[31,32]. No information from the University of Colorado was used
for multiple imputation. If the probability of missingness was cor-
related with diagnosis or the missing value, then this approach
introduces bias that underestimates the effect of the imputed fac-
tor. Based on the available data, it is impossible to evaluate if this
bias exists. For additional details regarding the implementation of
multiple imputation, see these prior manuscripts [22,29,30].
DS-PV 88% (82–93) 86% (80–92) 87% (81–93)
AUC 82% (71–89) 83% (71–90) 82% (71–90)

PV = predictive value. AUC = area under the curve.

Fig. 1. Multivariate odds ratios of factors in the UC-DSLS found to significantly
distinguish between DS and ES using University of Colorado data (p < 0.05). Error
bars reflect standard error. Bar color reflects if the factor was associated with either
ES (purple) or DS (orange). Abbreviations: movements (mvmts), decades (dec),
seizure frequency (Sz Freq), month (mo), seconds (s).
2.4. Determining significance

To descriptively compare the patient-reported responses, we
split the factors into two types: continuous and binary. For binary
(yes/no) factors, we compared the prevalence in ES and DS using
Fisher exact statistics. For continuous factors, we used
heteroskedastic two-sample t-tests, where seizure frequency, sei-
zure duration, and time since seizure onset were considered log-
normally distributed. These univariate descriptive statistical com-
parisons excluded patients where that specific factor was missing
(complete case analysis).

We compared the structure and performance of the individual-
level predictive models. To compare odds ratios between the DSLS
and the model trained using the University of Colorado data, we
used heteroskedastic z-tests based on the estimated magnitude
and variance of the log odds ratio. While we used leave-one-out-
cross-validation to assess performance, we used the full University
of Colorado dataset to estimate the odds ratios for these compar-
isons. We used ad-hoc Wald statistics to determine which factors
significantly contribute to the full model. We used two-sample
Fisher exact tests to evaluate individual model’s performance and
Cohen’s kappa statistics to compare models’ predictions.
2.5. Data availability policy

De-identified raw data and code for this study are available on
Mendeley. An online interactive version of the DSLS is linked on
SeizureDisorderCenterResearchGroup.org.
3. Results

Age and sex across the 3 groups are summarized in Table 2. The
performance of the DSLS*, UC-DSLS, and UC-DSLS+ are summarized
in Table 3. The kappa between the DSLS* and the UC-DSLS was 69%
(95% CI 60–79%) and the kappa between the DSLS* and the UC-
DSLS+ was 57% (95% CI 46–67%). The significant odds ratios from
the multivariate logarithmic regression analysis of the University
of Colorado population are summarized in Fig. 1. Performance of
patients with dual diagnosis of DS and ES is summarized in Fig. 2
and the rate of predicted DS mirrored the pre-test probability of
DS in a vEEG dataset.

There are numerous significant differences in the patient-re-
ported factors between the University of Colorado and UCLA data-
sets, which are summarized in Supplemental Table 1. In addition to
these differences in patient-reported factors, due to the varying
selection criteria, the prevalence of DS, both ES and DS, and ES dif-
fered between the University of Colorado and UCLA datasets (chi-
squared 114.17, p-value 9.4 � 10�24). Specifically, 56% (n = 135)
Table 2
Demographics.

ES
n = 76

DS
n = 135

ES & DS
n = 31

Age (SD) 37 (15) 38 (13) 34 (12)
Female Sex % (n)^ 45% (34) 79% (107) 67% (22)

^Denotes significant difference with p-value < 0.05 between DS and ES.
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and 13% (n = 31) of patients had DS and both ES and DS,
respectively.

Prevalence and univariate comparisons of the studied factors
are summarized in supplemental tables 2–4. Numerous factors sig-
nificantly distinguished between DS and ES in univariate analysis,
including chronic pain, opioid use, any prior head injury, history of
psychiatric trauma, physical abuse, and sexual abuse among
others. Not all of these had a significant conditionally independent
association with either DS or ES in the multivariate logarithmic
regression analysis. In the University of Colorado data, time since
seizure onset, seizure frequency, and seizure duration were miss-
ing in 3.1%, 2.3%, and 5.4% of patients with DS, respectively; and
3.3%, 0%, and 6.5% of patients with both ES and DS, respectively;
and 5.3%, 1.4%, and 1.4% of patients with ES, respectively.

4. Discussion

This study was an external validation that demonstrated that
the DSLS generalized to patients at the University of Colorado.
Despite differences in specific factors associated with each seizure
type in the University of Colorado population compared to the
UCLA population, the overall performance was robust. This robust
performance may be due to incorporation of objective data regard-
ing comorbidities, medications, and history, as opposed to relying
on seizure semiology alone. Numerous prior papers address the
differences in semiology between epileptic and nonepileptic sei-
zures [9,19–21,29,33,34]. Unfortunately, decisions regarding sei-
zure management are often made on the basis of eyewitness
reports, and data suggest these reports inadequately describe sei-
zure semiology [18]. Even when viewing videos of seizures, the
accuracy of healthcare providers’ impression is highly dependent
on level of training, with the AUC of 72% for internal medicine
physicians and 89% for neurologists [8]. However, among neurolo-
gists, interrater agreement was moderate, leading to only 30% of
patients with nonepileptic seizures being clinically established by
video alone [8,35,36].

There were a number of differences in the prevalence of the fac-
tors we studied between the UCLA and University of Colorado (UC)



Fig. 2. Calculator predictions for patients with both DS and ES. Percentage of
patients with both epileptic and dissociative seizures predicted to have epilepsy by
the DSLS*, UC-DSLS, and UC-DSLS+ calculators. Error bars reflect standard error.
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data. We independently replicated differences between ES and DS
in 9 of the 20 factors of the DSLS. For most factors, the predictive
performance and point estimates suggest that similar patterns
were seen in the UC population, but some factors were relatively
rarely encountered in our sample (supplemental tables 2–4). There
were, however, two important differences: number of seizure
types and traumatic brain injury (TBI).

In the UCLA population, an increased number of seizure types
was associated with DS, whereas it was associated with ES in the
UC population. One potential explanation for this finding is the
nature in which neurologists record seizure types. At our institu-
tion, we typically find two approaches: ‘‘lumpers” and ‘‘splitters.”
The ‘‘splitters” attempt to record every spell type that has any pos-
sible difference from other spell types (an extreme example would
be including a focal seizure type with left hand tingling as distinct
from a seizure type that starts with left hand tingling that then
spreads to the elbow), whereas ‘‘lumpers” tend to combine seizure
types with minor differences that start similarly and share the vast
majority of features. The UCLA approach favored ‘‘lumping”
whereas our results suggest UC providers are more ‘‘splitters.”
Variable approaches to documentation in the setting of a small
sample may be contributing to this apparent discrepancy.

History of TBI represents another inflection point between these
groups of patients, but unfortunately can be difficult to untangle
based on lack of granular descriptions of TBI severity in documen-
tation, as well as relatively broad definitions of the varying sever-
ities. Moderate and severe TBI, especially those with significant
neuro-imaging abnormalities (subdural hematoma, midline shift,
etc), are well-documented risk factors for developing epilepsy
[37]. Concussion or mild TBI have been linked to DS in the DSLS
and elsewhere, and this association has evoked hypotheses regard-
ing possible pathophysiological mechanisms [38,39]. We did not
independently replicate this association between concussion with
or without loss of consciousness in the UC population. In contrast,
TBI without concussion was found to predict ES in the UCLA pop-
ulation, and indicators for more severe TBI did not significantly
contribute to the predictive model. Similarly, TBI with prolonged
loss of consciousness (>30 min) predicted ES in the UC population.
Further complicating this situation, patients recorded as having
‘‘any prior head injury” that included concussion with or without
loss of consciousness, severe TBI, or any other recalled head injury
without enough details to clearly define, were found by univariate
analysis to be more likely to have DS. These varying and evolving
definitions of TBI along with unavoidable recall bias make these
associations difficult to interpret. Based on these differences,
future work is needed to specifically study how TBI is defined
and what aspects of TBI are associated with DS as compared to
ES. Despite these differences in univariate analyses, the DSLS still
proved a powerful tool in distinguishing these populations.
4

Psychiatric comorbidities, including PTSD, are found at higher
rates among patients with DS compared to ES [40]. Due to the
unfortunate divide between psychiatry and neurology, neurolo-
gists may focus on evaluating the seizures and medical comorbidi-
ties, with relatively less emphasis on the psychiatric comorbidities
that are common in both DS and ES. This may reflect a lack of train-
ing or familiarity with diagnostic criteria for psychiatric illness.
Additionally, some patients may be reluctant to reveal the relevant
historical details of traumatic events and psychiatric comorbidities
at an initial visit before a strong trust and rapport is developed
between the patient and provider, which may result in our data
underestimating the prevalence of these features in our popula-
tion. While these factors are important to developing treatment
plans for DS, our data and the data used to develop the DSLS
showed that detailed evaluation of psychiatric diagnostic criteria
may not be necessary for triage. However, inquiring about psycho-
logical trauma and sexual abuse was critical to identification of
patients with DS. Similarly, even though chronic pain is found at
higher rates in patients with dissociative seizures [22,41], we find
that patients are often given chronic pain diagnoses (for example,
fibromyalgia) without clearly meeting appropriate diagnostic cri-
teria [42]. We found that the number of active opioid prescriptions
was associated with DS and DS&ES compared to ES, which may
serve as a useful, more objective method of capturing chronic pain
in these populations.

The literature is limited regarding patients with dual diagnoses
[28]. The reported frequency of patients with a dual diagnosis of DS
and ES ranges from 2% to 42%, depending heavily on the study
design, with studies aimed at identifying patients with refractory
epilepsy undergoing surgical work-up yielding lower frequencies,
and those recruiting DS patients, reporting higher frequencies
[43]. There are aspects of the clinical presentations of these
patients that suggest a combination of two distinct entities which
is reflected by exhibiting characteristics of both ES and DS, while
some characteristics appear to support a unique pathophysiologi-
cal phenomenon [22,30]. Similar to how the DSLS performed in
the UCLA population, patients with dual diagnosis were not consis-
tently identified as either ES or DS alone. Further work is needed to
address this diagnostically and clinically challenging population.

Though we have validated the DSLS’s performance outside
UCLA despite variations within the populations at UCLA and UC,
more work needs to be done to determine how this calculator
could and should be used in clinical practice. While the DSLS relies
on a standard interview mirroring a neurological history, other
written patient-and caregiver-completed questionnaires have been
developed and may help inform and supplement the DSLS [24–26].
We suspect that integration of this historical information with
neurodiagnostics can assist in considering the diagnosis of DS prior
to vEEG [27].

Inpatient hospitalization for vEEG monitoring is expensive and
is not available in many countries, including industrialized coun-
tries [44,45]. For example, 50% of patients in the United Kingdom
who participated in the CODES trial had not undergone vEEG mon-
itoring [46,47]. The typical wait time for an EMU (epilepsy moni-
toring unit) stay at our institution is 6–8 weeks with an average
of 30 patients on the waiting list, yielding effective wait times of
up to 12 weeks. However, this wait is short compared to the med-
ian of 3 years and average of 7 years from first seizure to vEEG
monitoring [11,12].

The primary utility of the DSLS is as a triage tool in instances
where EMUs are either underutilized or have limited bed availabil-
ity. For instance, surgical evaluation for epilepsy is cost-effective
and substantially improves quality of life and risk of Sudden Unex-
pected Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP); therefore, one may initially sug-
gest that epilepsy might take the highest priority [48]. However, as
we showed, accurate diagnosis of DS substantially reduces health-
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care utilization, and others have shown quality-of-life improve-
ments with treatment as well as increased risk of death in patients
with DS [13,47,49]. In fact, patients with DS have the same ele-
vated risk of death as patients with epilepsy, albeit for different
reasons [49]. Therefore, if the goal of an EMU is to provide better
care to patients with seizures while reducing direct and indirect
healthcare costs, it may be appropriate to serve a mixture of
patients with epilepsy and dissociative seizures.

At minimum, raising the suspicion for DS early on may improve
the delay from first seizure to accurate diagnosis of DS, which has
been associated with better outcomes [15]. The targeted epilepsy
histories obtained from patients and caregivers are only a small
part of the clinical picture. A full medical history, physical exam,
and review of diagnostic studies including labs, imaging, and prior
EEGs, can and should be used to complement this calculator and
increase diagnostic certainty [27]. Future work is needed to inte-
grate this neurodiagnostic testing into evidence-based diagnosis
and treatment protocols.

In addition to these well-established diagnostic technologies,
the diagnostic accuracy of other technologies like ambulatory
EEG, home-based vEEG, patient-provided seizure videos, and wear-
able devices are promising, but have yet to be established for DS
[50]. While the DSLS alone is not accurate enough to replace vEEG,
these and other predictive tools may assist in identifying patients
that may benefit from referral to therapy as vEEG is nonurgently
scheduled, based on a better estimate of the pre-test probability.
This can expedite care because, as shown by the substantial delay
between diagnosis of DS and initiation of therapy in the CODES
trial, there also may be barriers to prompt psychological care
[47]. There is some evidence that the psychological interventions
frequently employed as part of the treatment plan for DS may have
benefit in patients with epilepsy as well, but how to optimize treat-
ment while patients are undergoing this potentially prolonged
diagnostic journey remains an important question requiring fur-
ther research [51–53]. Our group’s recent work detailed the feasi-
bility of a group therapy model for patients with dissociative
seizures that led to significant reductions in healthcare utilization,
as measured by a reduction in neuroimaging of 91%, epilepsy mon-
itoring unit admissions of 95%, emergency room or urgent care vis-
its for seizures of 75%, and a 66% reduction in overall inpatient
stays when comparing before and after treatment [13]. As this
and other effective treatment strategies for DS are developed, fail-
ure to quickly identify patients with DS will not only result in
potential unnecessary treatment with ASMs, but also delays to
treatments that are effective for DS.

As predictive tools are developed, an important question should
be asked: how confident does a clinician need to be in the diagno-
sis of nonepileptic seizures to forego treatment with an ASM?
ASMs can worsen psychiatric comorbidities common in both ES
and DS, as well as cause rashes, electrolyte imbalances, effects on
the hematopoietic system, and liver and renal dysfunction [54].
Inappropriate withholding of ASMs also may increase the risk of
SUDEP, which is a rare but well-known, worst-case outcome of
uncontrolled epilepsy [55]. Given the significant risks of either
using unnecessary ASMs in patients with DS or not appropriately
escalating medical and surgical therapies in patients with ES, the
DSLS and other similar predictive approaches are unlikely to ever
replace vEEG, and that is not their goal. Instead, future prospective
work can evaluate how these objective technologies can be inte-
grated into clinical care to improve patients’ morbidity and mortal-
ity, while also being cost-effective. Especially as medical care
becomes more protocolized, evidence-based clinical decision sup-
port tools can be integrated into clinical guidelines to maximize
the quality of care that we provide patients.

This study has several important limitations. The nature of a
chart review study relies on the ability of numerous providers to
5

accurately elicit, recall, and document the relevant details from
their patient encounters. While unsettling for all neurologists,
EEG-negative epileptic seizures do exist. Despite the vEEG being
considered the gold standard diagnostic test for distinguishing
between an epileptic and nonepileptic seizure, it is not infallible
[56]. While we use non-EEG criteria to identify scalp EEG-
negative epileptic seizures, some of our patients classified as hav-
ing nonepileptic seizures, may have epileptic seizures with a deep
epileptic focus, though this is suspected to be a rare phenomenon.
The work at UCLA evaluated 76 separate factors to establish the 20
that contribute to the DSLS, and we focused on the 20 that were
included in the DSLS plus other selected factors. Though the factors
we added to the DSLS did not substantially improve performance,
it remains possible that prospective evaluations including factors
not well documented in clinical notes or unique to the University
of Colorado population may improve predictive performance.

In addition, this external validation of the DSLS is based on
patients who were already referred for vEEG monitoring. While
we believe the DSLS has great potential clinical impact, the DSLS
needs to be validated in an outpatient population that has not
yet been referred for vEEG. The goal of this outpatient validation
would be to show that using the DSLS leads to shorter delay to
vEEG, and thereby improved quality of life, seizure severity, and
ideally healthcare costs.
5. Conclusion

This retrospective, chart review study provides external valida-
tion that the DSLS accurately distinguishes between patients with
epileptic versus dissociative seizures, with the notable exception of
patients with both epileptic and dissociative seizures. The Univer-
sity of Colorado data independently verified the association of 9 of
the 20 features in the DSLS (ES associations: tonic clonic move-
ments, longer time since seizure onset, lower seizure frequency,
shorter seizure duration; DS associations: female sex, comorbidity
of migraine, and ictal eye closure). The University Colorado data
differed from UCLA regarding TBI, where the University of Colorado
found that severe TBI was associated with epilepsy, and the UCLA
data found that TBI without concussion was associated with epi-
lepsy (including TBI more severe than concussion), but concussion
was associated with DS. Likely due to the smaller sample size at the
University of Colorado, we did not independently verify the signif-
icance of the other features in the DSLS. While each of the associ-
ations in both datasets had been demonstrated before, this work
provides further evidence for a short list of core associations with
DS and ES that may be consistent across centers. By identifying
these generalizable associations, future work can address common
challenges in patients with DS (e.g. high seizure severity as sug-
gested by frequent seizures with long duration) and also design
better studies to measure the pathophysiological correlates of DS
(e.g. disruption of neurite morphology in DS, independent of the
effect of TBI) [39].

In addition to these generalizable associations, the DSLS distin-
guished between DS and ES with similar accuracy between the
UCLA and University of Colorado populations. Therefore, the DSLS’s
performance may be consistent across comprehensive epilepsy
centers. Based on this demonstration of external validity, future
work also could explore practical utilization of the DSLS as a triage
tool at UCLA, the University of Colorado, and other centers, with
the goal of improving patient outcomes as well as healthcare costs.
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